
Arlington 8-1-21 

Race 1 

#6 DIAMOND DAVE (D) (Closer) Drops in class off a well-beaten third-place finish over 1 1/16 miles last 
month in his third start of the year. Gelding has won two of his nine starts here and trainer Childers wins 
with 10% of his claimers. Bay is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power and can be running late under Tavares, 
who has won with one of his last six rides for the barn.  

#4 SOUTHSIDER (E) (Presser) Weakened late when third over 6 furlongs at this level in his latest last 
month and has a record of 7-4-1-1 on this Polytrack. Dark bay has won three of 11 starts at this distance 
and trainer Meraz has won with 13% of his starters at this meet. Son of First Defence can be on or near 
the early lead with Hernandez retaining the mount.  

#5 GUMWRAPPER (D) (Stalker) Faded to finish last of five facing better after vying for the early lead over 
6 furlongs at Fairmount in his latest last month. Trainer Irion looks for first winner of the year and son of 
Goldencents failed to hit the board in one previous start on this oval but can be near the front early with 
Arrieta retaining the mount.  

#3 YOUNG CORBETT (D) (Closer) Finished fourth of five in an even effort over 5 furlongs in is latest here 
last month. Trainer Slager has won with 11% of his runners at this meet but gelding has failed to hit the 
board in seven tries on this oval.  

#2 HIGH HERO (D) (Presser) Gave way to finish fifth after being involved early facing slightly better over 
6 furlongs in his latest last month. Dark bay has not hit the board in 10 outings on this track but may 
show some early run with apprentice Lopez up.  

#1 MAGI (E) (Stalker) Faded when unplaced over 6 furlongs in his latest at this level here last month. 
Barn wins with 12% of runners in claiming events but needs improvement on recent efforts to be a 
factor.  

Race 2 

#6 SEVEN KINGDOMS (D) (Stalker) Won his one previous start on an all-weather track and drops in class 
off a fading sixth-place finish after pressing the early pace at this distance on turf at Churchill in June in 
his first start after a short break. Trainer Van Berg has won with 14% of his runners this year and 
daughter of Animal Kingdom has won one of her four career starts. Dark bay can be in good position 
from the start with Loveberry taking the mount.  

#5 GRAPEVINE (U) (Speed) Led from the start when easily breaking her maiden over 6 furlongs in her 
latest last month. Daughter of Flatter has a record of 3-1-1-0 on this oval and trainer Manley wins with 
11% of his runners that broke their maiden last time out. Dark bay is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power 
and figures to be in the early mix with Baird remaining aboard.  

#4 JANE’S GOLD TOUR (E) (Stalker) Tries an all-weather track for the first time off a fading fourth-place 
finish over one mile and 70 yards after leading early at Belterra early last month. Daughter of Tourist has 
won one of her 10 career starts and trainer Cook won with one of his last 13 runners making this surface 
change. Filly can be a pace factor with Gallardo in the saddle.  



#1 TIZ A QUEEN (U) (Speed) Comes off a gate-to-wire maiden breaking win over 5 ½ furlongs here early 
last month in her third start after a short break and fourth on this oval. Trainer Cowan has won with 14% 
of his runners at this meet and daughter of Bodemeister figures to be sent early breaking from the rail 
with apprentice Lopez remaining aboard.  

#2 NOTAFANINTHESTANDS (D) (Stalker) Faded to finish a distant third of four runners after setting slow 
early fractions over 1 1/16 miles facing better in her latest last month. Daughter of Shanghai Bobby has 
won one of three starts and can be near the front early with Uske retaining the mount.  

#3 JULIAISON (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace when breaking her maiden at this distance at 
Fairmount in her latest last month. Trainer Wainwright has won with 18% of his runners this year and 
filly can be forwardly placed early under Felix, who has won with two of his last six rides for the barn.  

Race 3 

#2 LADY MAGNA (D) (Stalker) Comes off a win from just off the pace over the track and distance last 
month and has a record of 6-2-3-0 on this oval. Trainer Perez wins with 9% of his runners that won last 
time out and daughter of Dominus has won four of her 18 career starts. BRIS Prime Power choice can be 
in good position from the start with Felix retaining the mount.  

#1 HOPPESTRY (E) (Closer) Finished well when second over 5 ½ furlongs at this level in her latest last 
month in her first start on this oval. Trainer Jones wins with just 4% of runners in claiming events but 
mare can be running late for a chance at a share with Lopez remaining aboard.  

#5 HEY HEY (E) (Stalker) Weakened when a well-beaten fourth over 5 ½ furlongs at this level in her latest 
last month. Mare has a record of 14-2-2-3 on this Polytrack and trainer Candelas has won with 11% of 
her runners at this meet. Bay can be stalking the early pace under Perez, who has won with two of his 
last three rides for the barn.  

#3 FIRST SQUADRON (U) (Presser) Was prominent from the start when second facing slightly easier at 
this distance last month in her first start on this main track. Trainer Cook wins with 7% of his claimers 
and daughter of Elite Squadron can be on or near the early lead with Gallardo again in the saddle.  

#6 LADY EXPRESS (U) (Closer) Made some belated progress when a well-beaten fourth at this distance 
facing easier at Fairmount last month in her first start for trainer Thurman. Bay has won three of eight 
starts on this oval but barn looks for first winner of the year and mare needs improvement on recent 
efforts to be competitive.  

#4 CONSTANCIA (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced at this level over 5 ½ furlongs last month in 
her first start for trainer Aguayo and first outing of the year. Daughter of Street Boss has won two of her 
nine starts on this oval but has been in poor form for a long time.  

Race 4 

#1 TWO COOKIE RULE (E) (Stalker) Weakened to finish fifth over 6 furlongs at this level on the Polytrack 
after being involved early last month but finished third facing similar in one previous start on this turf. 
Trainer Poulos wins with 11% of her runners on grass and has won with 14% of her starters at this meet. 
Son of Bodemeister can be in good position from the start under Loveberry, who has won with three of 
his last four rides for Poulos.  



#3 WHITE MIST (D) (Stalker) Finished fourth in an even effort facing slightly better over the course and 
distance in her latest last month. Colt has won one of two starts on this turf and trainer Dorochenko 
wins with 9% of his runners in claiming events. 3-year-old can be near the front throughout with 
Severino up.  

#2 TOM’S LAST GENERAL (U) (Stalker) Closed to finish second facing easier over 1 1/16 miles in his latest 
on the main track last month. Barn looks for first winner of the year but son of General Quarters has a 
record of 13-1-3-2 on turf and can be a contender for a share with apprentice Lopez retaining the 
mount. 

#4 FRONTIER CHARLIE (D) (Speed) Faded to finish unplaced after leading early over the course and 
distance facing better last month. Trainer Inman wins with 9% of his claimers and son of Cinco Charlie 
has won one of three starts on turf and may be the one to catch again with Wiseman remaining aboard.  

#5 DOM CAETANO (U) (Closer) Was not a factor when a distant fourth on the main track at Indiana 
facing easier in his latest last month. Son of Lemon Drop Kid has won one of two previous starts on this 
turf but needs improvement on recent efforts to be a contender.  

#6 MANGO TREE (U) (Closer) Second from the Dorochenko barn failed to threaten when unplaced facing 
easier on the main track in his latest last month. Gelding has failed to hit the board in five starts on grass 
and will be a longshot.  

Race 5 

#1 DASTARDLY DEEDS (1st Starter) Newcomer has a good win-early pedigree being by Warrior’s Reward 
and out of a mare by Capote and trainer Block wins with 10% of his first-time starters. Rail post is not 
the best for a first-time starter but gelding is a half-brother to seven winners and has been working well 
for Block, who has won with 14% of his runners at this meet. Bay can be ready to win at first asking 
under Roman, who has won with one of his last eight rides for the barn.  

#2 B G ATTACK (E) (Speed) Tries the Polytrack for the first time off a narrow loss after leading early at 
this distance at Fairmount last month in his first start since his debut in May. Trainer Childers wins with 
7% of his runners second time off a layoff and son of Forest Attack is a half-brother to three winners. 
Gelding figures to be sent early with Loveberry riding.  

#6 DREAM ATTACK (E) (Closer) Second from the Childers barn gets blinkers added off a never-
threatening unplaced effort over one mile last month in his fourth career start. Childers has won with 
7% of his runners at this meet and son of Forest Attack is ranked first on BRIS Prime Power. Bay can be 
running late with Tavares in the irons.  

#7 MAGNA LEE (1st Starter) Trainer Hughes won with one of his last 10 first-time starters and saddles 
debuting son of Brave ‘n Away, who is a half-brother to two winners. Dark bay has been working well 
and Hughes has won with two of his seven runners at this meet. Colt is worth a look with Arrieta in the 
saddle.  

#3 LAKE MILLS (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced over 5 ½ furlongs in his debut last month from 
which race the first two finishers both won next time out. Trainer Kirby has won with 14% of his runners 
this year and gray is a half-brother to five winners. Gelding may show more here with Sanchez retaining 
the mount.  



#4 LOOK AWAY (E) (Closer) Passed tiring rivals when a distant fourth over one mile in his latest last 
month in his first start for trainer Jones and third outing overall. Barn looks for first winner of the year 
and gelding needs to find improvement to be a contender.  

#5 KING’S STORY (U) (Presser) Faded to finish a well-beaten last of four taking on easier after vying for 
the early lead over 5 ½ furlongs last month. Dark bay is still a maiden after 12 tries but can be a pace 
factor with Bowen riding.  

Race 6 

#6 MUNCH (1st Starter) Trainer Rivelli wins with 29% of his first-time starters and saddles debuting son 
of 13% grass sire Munnings, who is a half-brother to one winner. Gelding has been working well and 
Rivelli wins with 25% of his starters on turf and has won with 39% of his starters at this meet. Chestnut 
can win at first asking under Baird, who has won with 35% of his rides for the barn in the past 60 days.  

#1 NAVY PIER (E) (Stalker) Was prominent from the start when second over 5 ½ furlongs on the main 
track at this level in his latest here early this month. Son of 12% grass sire Summer Front has hit the 
board in one of four starts on turf and trainer Winebaugh wins with 16% of her maiden claimers. Dark 
bay can be in good early position with Loveberry taking the mount. 

#3 BEHAVIN MYSELF (D) (Stalker) Drops in class off a fading fifth-place finish over one mile last month 
facing better in his first start on grass and third outing of the year. Trainer Puhich has won with 10% of 
his runners this year and son of Malibu Moon can be a factor with Bowen remaining aboard.  

#4 SKIP THE SMALLTALK (U) (Presser) Was claimed by Brittany Vanden Berg when fading to finish a well-
beaten fifth after pressing the early pace over 5 ½ furlongs on the Polytrack facing easier last month. 
Gelding has hit the board in three of his four previous starts on grass and Vanden Berg wins with 41% of 
her runners first time off the claim. Son of Jump Start can be in the early mix with Emigh in the irons.  

#2 COLD BIRDIE (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced after chasing the early pace over one mile at this 
level in his latest last month in his first start since being claimed by Blanca Candelas and third outing 
overall. Candelas has won with 11% of runners at this meet but chestnut needs to find improvement to 
be a factor. 

#7 KINGSBURRY ATTACK (D) (Stalker) Drops in class for his turf debut off a fading unplaced effort over 
one mile on the Polytrack last month. Trainer Childers won with one of his last nine runners first time on 
grass but gelding has defeated just one rival in his five career starts.  

#5 A P BLAZING GREEN (1st Starter) Newcomer has a decent pedigree for grass being by a son of Kitten’s 
Joy and out of a mare by Bring the Heat but trainer Sanchez looks for first winner of the meet. Chestnut 
has posted a few moderate works and is likely best watched in his debut.  

Race 7 

#4 MR. ELEVENTH HOUR (E) (Presser) Has won one of his three starts on grass and comes off a 
weakening fifth-place finish over 6 ½ furlongs on the Polytrack at this level early last month. Son of Mr 
Speaker has won two of his seven career starts and trainer Davis wins with 20% of his claimers. Gelding 
can be on or near the early lead under Lopez, who has won with one of his last seven rides for the barn.  



#5 OVERPRAISE (E) (Closer) Faded to finish unplaced after chasing the early pace over 1 1/16 miles on 
the Polytrack at this level in his latest last month. Trainer Banks won with two of his last nine runners 
going from a route to a sprint and son of Flatter has a record of 12-2-1-2 on grass. Gelding can be 
running late with Loveberry riding.  

#7 JETTIN OUT (U) (Stalker) Was claimed by Elias Lopez when fading to finish a well-beaten third over 1 
1/16 miles on the Polytrack facing easier in his latest last month and tries grass for the first time. Lopez 
won with one of his last two runners first time off the claim and gelding should take to the surface being 
by Adios Charlie. 4-year-old can be in the early mix with Tavares in the saddle.  

#6 UPHAM (E) (Stalker) Gave way badly when unplaced over 1 1/16 miles on the main track at this level 
here last month. Trainer Silva looks for first winner of the meet but chestnut has hit the board in two of 
his seven previous starts on turf. Son of Lea can be running late with apprentice Lopez up.  

#3 GRAND HIDEAWAY (E) (Stalker) Comes off a third-place finish in an even effort over 6 furlongs on the 
main track at this level last month. Trainer Gulick wins with 20% of his claimers and gray can be 
forwardly placed early but did fail to hit the board in three previous starts on turf.  

#1 GIVIN UP NONE (D) (Stalker) Weakened when fourth over 6 furlongs on the main track in an 
allowance in his latest last month in his second start since being claimed by Earl Hughes. Gray failed to 
hit the board in one previous start on turf and has not won in a long time.  

#2 DEMAND RANSOM (D) (Stalker) Comes off a well-beaten fourth of five place finish over 5 ½ furlongs 
on the main track early last month. Gelding has won one of two starts on this turf but needs some 
improvement on recent outings to be a factor.  

Race 8 

#6 PLUS CHIC (1st Starter) Newcomer by 13% grass sire More Than Ready is out of a stakes winning 
mare, who has produced four winners on turf. Filly posted a sharp 4 furlong work in :47 late last month 
for trainer Boyce, who wins with 15% of her first-time starters. Dark bay appears ready to win at first 
asking under Roman, who has won with five of his last seven rides for the barn.  

#4 DING DING (E) (Speed) Tries grass for the first time off a weakening third-place finish after leading 
early at this distance at Belterra as the favorite last month in her third outing and first start since May. 
Filly has a good pedigree for grass and trainer Ennis wins with 14% of his runners second off a layoff and 
has won with 15% of his starters this year. Bay figures to be the one to catch with Achard riding.  

#7 MIZHIPZLETUS (1st Starter) Trainer McKeever wins with 17% of his first-time starters and saddles 
debuting daughter of young sire Mr. Z, who is a half-sister to one winner. Filly has been working 
forwardly and McKeever wins with 11% of his runners on turf and has won with 13% of his starters this 
year. Bay could be a threat with Bowen in the irons. 

#2 LIZY D (1st Starter) Second newcomer from the McKeever barn is by Brody’s Caused and out of a 
stakes winning mare, who has produced five winners. Bay has also been working well and may be a 
contender under Burke, who has won with one of her last six rides for the barn.  



#11 SWEET N SASSY (1st Starter) Main Track Only entrant debuts for trainer Lopez, who has won with 
three of his nine runners at this meet. Daughter of Morning Line has posted some decent works and is 
worth a look if this event is moved off the grass.  

#9 CLEVER KITTEN (1st Starter) Trainer Davis wins with 14% of his first-time starters and saddles debuting 
daughter of Tiznow, who is out of a mare by City Zip. Bay has been working forwardly and Davis has won 
with 16% of his runners at this meet. Filly is likely ready for a decent first outing with Lopez in the 
saddle. 

#5 DRESSED (1st Starter) Newcomer by 13% grass sire More Than Ready debuts for trainer Catalano, who 
wins with 7% of his first-time starters. Dark bay cost $130K as a yearling and Catalano wins with 18% of 
his runners on grass. Filly has worked well enough and is not without chances under Loveberry, who has 
won with two of his last nine rides for the barn. 

#1 GWENDOLA (1st Starter) Debuts for trainer Harty, who wins with just 3% of his first-time starters. 
Daughter of Mineshaft is a half-sister to seven winners but rail post is not the best for a newcomer.   

#3 CHACALOSA (1st Starter) Trainer Hughes has won with 10% of his runners at this meet and saddles 
debuting daughter of Jess’s Dream, who is a half-sister to two winners. Filly has posted some decent 
works but Hughes did fail to win with last three first-time starters.  

#8 SIMPLY COMPLICATED (U) (Closer) Was not a threat when a well-beaten fourth of five runners in her 
debut facing easier on the main track at this distance last month. Trainer Gulick wins with 24% of his 
second-time starters but filly needs to find improvement off her debut to be a contender.  

#10 FORCE OF INERTIA (1st Starter) Newcomer by freshman sire Cupid is a half-sister to six winners 
including four on grass. Barn wins with just 3% of first-time starters and filly has posted just three 
moderate works and is likely to need her first outing.  

 

Best Bets: 

Race 6 

#6 MUNCH (1st Starter) Trainer Rivelli wins with 29% of his first-time starters and saddles debuting son 
of 13% grass sire Munnings, who is a half-brother to one winner. Gelding has been working well and 
Rivelli wins with 25% of his starters on turf and has won with 39% of his starters at this meet. Chestnut 
can win at first asking under Baird, who has won with 35% of his rides for the barn in the past 60 days.  

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #6 MUNCH = $20 

$5 Exacta 6 with 1,3 = $10 

$2 Pick Three 6 with 4,5,7 with 4,6,7 = $18 

 

Race 8 



#6 PLUS CHIC (1st Starter) Newcomer by 13% grass sire More Than Ready is out of a stakes winning 
mare, who has produced four winners on turf. Filly posted a sharp 4 furlong work in :47 late last month 
for trainer Boyce, who wins with 15% of her first-time starters. Dark bay appears ready to win at first 
asking under Roman, who has won with five of his last seven rides for the barn.  

Wagering Strategy: 

$20 Win #6 PLUS CHIC = $20 

$5 Exacta 6 with 4,7 = $10 

 

 

 


